Infrared in combination with exercise and light therapy

Quality made in Austria

The all-round programme for the whole body!

A fitness device that meets sophisticated demands.

A training equipment that quickly builds muscle mass.

A first-class weight-loss product.
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Lose weight more easily than ever before!

THE TURBO FOR YOUR FIGURE:

SLIM
FIRM
HEALTHY
CAPTIVATINGLY BEAUTIFUL
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Infrared in combination with exercise and light therapy

Infrared has already been a proven remedy in medicine for a long time. For example, physicians use it to reduce muscle and joint pain and to accelerate the healing process.

We combine this healing effect with our fitness devices: G400 and G400 Vario. The completely new, revolutionary method gets your body into shape absolutely quickly! No other training is as effective in treating problem areas (e.g. stomach, legs, butt, riding breeches). It is assumed that 6-10 kg of weight loss are achievable in 4 weeks.

One exercise unit corresponds to a calorie consumption of a 15-km jog, the heating of the body even a 30-km run. Within that, the body burns around 2,000 calories per training unit.

The integrated light therapy serves the improvement of the well-being and through the targeted application of colours has the following effect on the state of health:

- violet: immun-strengthening, applicable to a lymphomatic buildup
- blue: releases tensions and has a pain-relieving effect
- green: positive effect on the bronchi and lungs
- white: supports the vitamin D production and serves the general healing
- yellow: has a balancing effect for stomach- and intestinal-disorders
- orange: provides vitality
- red: stimulates the circulation and the metabolism

The all-round programme for the whole body!

Lose weight more easily than ever before!

A weight loss of 6-10 kg possible in 4 weeks

Impressive effect:

- Lose weight in record time through increased perspiration
- Increased expulsion of toxins
- Skin tightening or skin rejuvenation
- Relaxation of the muscles
- Anti-inflammatory effect
- Positive effect for high and low blood pressure
- Normalisation of the blood sugar, the triglycerides and the cholesterol level
- Stimulates the metabolism
- Activates the immune system
- Improves the general well-being
- Restores the bodily balance
- Positive effect on the entire locomotor system

Scientific studies have proven that the following values improve within 3 months:

- Normalisation of triglycerides
- Normalisation of the blood pressure
- Normalisation of the blood sugar
- Cholesterol reduction
- Anti-inflammatory effect